Article in a Scholarly Journal:
Author’s name. “Title of Article.” Publication information. Publication medium.

Example:
Piper, Andrew. “Rethinking the Print Object: Goethe and the Book of Everything.”

Note: Publication medium is often “Print” or “Web”.

Article in a Magazine:
Author’s name. “Title of Article.” Publication information. Publication medium.

Example:

Note: Give the date as day month year.
If a publication is published monthly, give the month and year.

Article in a Newspaper:
Author’s name. “Title of Article.” Publication information. Publication medium.

Example:
Jeromack, Paul. “This Once, a David of the Art World Does Goliath a Favor.”

Note: If the article is not printed on consecutive pages type the first page number and then a plus sign as above.

Article in an Online Database or Journal Index:
Author’s name. “Title of Article.” Publication information. Title of the database.
Publication medium. Date of access.

Example:

Article – Reprinted in a Collection: (like Contemporary Literary Criticism)
The basic citation will be exactly as the citation for a scholarly journal, magazine or newspaper above.

To this add the following:
1. Rpt in.
2. The title of the collection.
3. The publication facts of the collection.

Example:
Article - Reviews:

Example:

Article - Online:
The basic citation will be exactly as the citation for a scholarly journal, magazine or newspaper above.
To this add the following:
1. Medium of publication consulted (Web.)
2. Date of access (day, month, and year)
3. Include url in angle brackets only if asked for it. <http://insert here>

Example:

Book:
Author’s name. Title of the book. Publication information. Publishing medium.

Example:

Note: For two or more authors, reverse only the name of the first author as above. The other authors should be listed normally separated by commas.

Example: Smith, Ozzie, Cal Ripken, and Phil Rizzuto.

Work in an Anthology:

Example:

Encyclopedia or Dictionary Entry:

Example:


Note: Cite as you would a work in an anthology. Add the article’s author if it is signed. If not, begin the citation with the title. When citing widely-used reference books do not give full publication information. List only the edition, the year of publication, and the publishing medium.

Internet / World Wide Web:
Cite like Article – Online above.

Example: